
IB Visual Arts Journal 

The visual arts are an integral part of everyday life, permeating all levels of human creativity, expression, 
communication and understanding. They range from traditional forms embedded in local and wider 
communities, societies and cultures, to the varied and divergent practices associated with new, 
emerging and contemporary forms of visual language. They may have sociopolitical impact as well as 
ritual, spiritual, decorative and functional value; they can be persuasive and subversive in some 
instances, enlightening and uplifting in others. We celebrate the visual arts not only in the way we 
create images and objects, but also in the way we appreciate, enjoy, respect and respond to the 
practices of art-making by others from around the world. Theories and practices in visual arts are 
dynamic and ever-changing, and connect many areas of knowledge and human experience through 
individual and collaborative exploration, creative production and critical interpretation. 

The course encourages students to actively explore the visual arts within and across a variety of local, 
regional, national, international and intercultural contexts. 

The IB Diploma Program visual arts course gives students the opportunity to study a wide variety of 
visual arts disciplines and forms. Students are expected to explore and engage with art from a variety 
of contexts. Through making, investigating and critically analyzing and appreciating differing art forms, 
students deepen their understanding of the visual arts, as well as their knowledge, understanding and 
experience of the visual arts within the global community. They become more informed and reflective, 
and develop their abilities to become enriched practitioners, communicators and visual thinkers. They 
learn to acknowledge the aspects that appear in all art forms and art cultures, and also to recognize 
the unique ways in which particular cultures express and represent their values and identity visually. 

Culture  

For the purposes of this visual arts guide, “culture” is defined as learned and shared beliefs, values, 
interests, attitudes, products and all patterns of behavior created by society. This view of culture 
includes an organized system of symbols, ideas, explanations, beliefs and material production that 
humans create and manipulate in their daily lives. Culture is dynamic and organic, operating on many 
levels in the global context—international, national, regional and local, as well as among different social 
groups within a society. Culture is seen as fluid and subject to change. Culture can be seen as providing 
the overall framework within which humans learn to organize their thoughts, emotions and behaviors in 
relation to their environment, and within this framework “cultural context”, which specifically appears 
in both the taught syllabus and assessment tasks of the visual arts course, refers to the conditions that 
influence and are influenced by culture. These include historical, geographical, political, social and 
technological factors. 

(These italics are mine – to emphasize the need for you to engage with culture and context. If you 
choose to ignore this, your grade and score will be affected.  NO ART IS EVER MADE IN A VACUUM 
including your own.  Art is always influenced by what surrounds it and very often affects its 
surroundings). 



Throughout the course students at both SL and HL are required to maintain a visual arts journal. This is 
their own record of the two years of study and should be used to document:  

• the development of art-making skills and techniques  

• experiments with media and technologies  

• personal reflections  

• their responses to first-hand observations  

• creative ideas for exploration and development  

• their evaluations of art practices and art-making experiences  

• their responses to diverse stimuli and to artists and their works  

• detailed evaluations and critical analysis  

• records of valued feedback received  

• challenges they have faced and their achievements. 

 Students should be encouraged to find the most appropriate ways of recording their development and 
have free choice in deciding what form the visual arts journal should take. The aim of the visual arts 
journal is to support and nurture the acquisition of skills and ideas, to record developments, and to 
critique challenges and successes. It is expected that much of the written work submitted for the 
assessment tasks at the end of the course will have evolved and been drawn from the contents of the 
visual arts journal. 

 

  



Process Portfolio – the Assessment and your final goal 

SL 

• SL students submit 9–18 screens, which evidence their sustained experimentation, 
exploration, manipulation and refinement of a variety of art-making activities. 

• The submitted work must be in at least two art-making forms, each from separate columns 
of the art-making forms table. 

• The submitted screens must not include any resolved works submitted for part 3: exhibition 
internal assessment task. 

HL 

• HL students submit 13–25 screens, which evidence their sustained experimentation, 
exploration, manipulation and refinement of a variety of art-making activities. 

• The submitted work must have been created in at least three art-making forms, selected 
from a minimum of two columns of the art-making forms table. 

• The submitted screens must not include any resolved works submitted for part 3: exhibition 
internal assessment task. 

 
• Please note: that last point about resolved work – you can include final pieces in the journal and 

Process Portfolio, but they msut be included to support your reflection and critique about your 
own work. Or your final pieces can be used to show how your work is contextualized within a 
larger study you are making.  This would be done if your comparing your work to a 
professional’s. Or, for example, say you are discussing body image and you have photos where 
you explore this topic. 

Please see the Columns for Reference of what you must include in your Journal (and eventually in the 
Process Portfolio) 

 

Art Journal Summary Points 

https://ibpublishing.ibo.org/server2/rest/app/tsm.xql?doc=d_6_visar_tsm_1408_1_e&part=2&chapter=1
https://ibpublishing.ibo.org/server2/rest/app/tsm.xql?doc=d_6_visar_tsm_1408_1_e&part=2&chapter=2


Overall, try to make your art journal pages dense with information but not over complicated (I know this 
sound contradictory – see samples). 

Photographic Entries 

- You eventually will need to turn in entries of photoshoots with at least 50 digital images  
or 24-36 for film in your contact sheet.   

- You will need to select your top 10 digital images (top 4-6 for darkroom) from that shoot 
and make those larger in the journal and discuss whey these are the best images.  
Critique them  

- Discuss some of your weaker images and why you did not select them 
- Include in this journal entry Post Production on some of these images.  What this means 

is you edit your images in Photoshop or Lightroom and take several screen shots as you 
go through your editing.  Include a “before” and “after” image so the evidence of your 
editing is clear.   

- When working in the darkroom, keep all the drafts of your prints and test strips.  Scan or 
photograph these artifacts and include them in your journal (your cell phone camera will 
work – just shoot in good light – outdoors in the shade or under clouds).  You should 
also include digital touch up Post Production in Photoshop of these images. 

- Contextualize your work as much as possible.  This means connecting your work to 
culture, other artists, other areas of study (biology, psychology, math, sociology, ethics, 
philosophy, politics, aesthetics, etc.) 

Art entries 

- Include documentation photos of your process and the stages of your art pieces as you 
make them.   

- As with your photos, contextualize your work 

Absolutely must for every entry 

- Always date your pages when you make them 
- Always include f-stop, shutter speed and ISO of digital images you select as your best 

photos  
- Cite your sources using MLA format and cite on the page that you reference the source 

(do not do a works cited page)  
- Consider the 15 pages for each submission a minimum, but know that quality is more 

important that quantity  

  



Eventually you must have somewhere along the line in your journals: 

- Research and cited sources 
- Contextualization! 
- Famous artists/photographers researched and seen in reference to your work and 

process 
- Evidence of production and post-production (screen shots of Photoshop/Lightroom, 

photos of art in process, photo or scans of darkroom process) and detailed explanation 
of your process 

- Contact sheets 
- Lots of reflection upon your work and the world around you as it relates to your art 

How to make a screen shot and save it? 

1. On a PC, have your image open on Photoshop and make sure all of the adjustment 
layers or adjustment window are showing.  Strike the Print Screen button on your 
keyboard. 

2. Go to the File tab on Photoshop and select “New”.  It will say “Clipboard” in the 
Preset box.  Click “OK” and the image will screen shot will appear on a PSD.  Save the 
file as a JPEG and then save it. 

3. You can also use other programs such as Paint to open and save your screen shot. 

  



Samples from NPHS Students 

Contact Sheet Examples 

Matt Au: darkroom contact sheet and final image included 

 

Kat Light: digital contact sheet and one of the final images 

 



Process Evidence - photography 

Delaney Buchanan: post-production 

 

  



Matt Au: post-production and before and after 

 

 

  



Kylie Kelleher: post-production 

 

Process Evidence – art 

Delaney Buchanan – painting 

 



Matt Au – painting 

 

Tyler Feinberg – computer graphics 

  



Contextualization and creating dense pages 

Kat Light – includes her work alongside famous photographer – notice how she dates her page and she 
include the citation on the page and uses MLA format 

 

  



Kat Light – includes her own photo, an Impressionist painter’s work, and a famous photographer’s work 
– dense but not over-complicated.  Her entry sticks to one major point and shows the unity between all 
of these artist under the chosen topic.  Notice how she diagrams on top of the works.  This is 
recommended and encouraged in your entries (when appropriate). 

 

  



Matt Au – context with a side-by-side of his art and a famous painter’s (he should have cited his source 
on this page) 

 

Delaney Buchanan – contextualization of her work with an artistic movement (again – no citation – 
should be here) 

 



Delaney Buchanan – literary context 

 

 

Delaney Buchanan – literary context and history context 

 

 



Kat Light – darkroom process, compositional technique, and artistic contextualization (notice source 
cited in MLA format) – again dense but not over complicated 

 


	SL
	HL

